In industrial applications, a registration mark is often placed on a part so that its position and orientation (pose) can be determined with a camera system. However, due to sensor noise and limits on resolution, there may be error in the measured location of this mark leading to error in estimating object pose. In this paper we define the Registration Mark Problem: Given an n-sided rigid planar polygonal part and a set of k planar geometric transforms, locate a point on the surface of the part that maximizes the minimum distance between transformed points. A registration mark at this point will be maximally robust to sensor imperfections.
Introduction
We define the registration mark problem as follows.
Given a rigid planar part P , and a set of k planar geometric transforms TI , . . . , T', find a point PO E P Figure 1: Consider some process that leaves a keyshaped part in one of four poses shown above. We are allowed to pre-place a registration mark, identifiable by a vision camera, on the surface of the part. The solid circles indicate a poor placement for the mark since the two middle poses could be confused due to noise in the vision system. The hollow circles indicate the optimal location for the mark as they are maximally separated. Consider again the four poses of a key-shaped part in Fig. 1 . Each pose has a coordinate frame attached with it. The coordinate frame for one poses is shown. Two choices of registration marks placements are shown with respect to each pose's coordinate frame. One placement is shown solid circles at (0,O) and the other, with hollow circles, at (6.15,6.83).
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The latter is a better placement because the circles are maximally separated. This is verified by considering the lower envelope, M , for these transforms shown in 
Related Work
Grossman and Blasgen [5] consider orienting 3-D parts by placing them in an "orienting box" attached to a vibrating mechanism until the part settles into one among a finite set of poses. They then detect the current pose of the object by probing. Similar settling of a part into a finite set of poses can be achieved by a single grasp of a part by a multi-axis gripper.
ose recognition is fundamental in machine vision [i ' r Here, we assume planar parts and that the part could lie in only one among a finite set of known poses; and want to determine which is its pose based on the visual sensing of a registration mark.
In our problem we need to maintain a planar map data structure to represent the projection of M ( z , y). = mini; d , , j ( z , y> on the zy plane and then search it to find an optimal point. The representation roblem has been studied by Schwartz and Sharir EO] who relate the combinatorial complexity of the representation to upper-bounds on lengths of Davenport-Schinzel sequences [3] . Bounds on the lengths of Davenport-Schinzel sequences have been used previously in analyzing solutions to variety of applications including robotics (translational motion planning), graphics (hidden line/surface removal), and computational geometry (stabbing line segments and polytopes, convex hulls in two and three dimensions) [4, 101. Our paper introduces a new area, vision-based automation, to this collection of problems.
The work in this pa er was previously reported in technical report form r9]. Due to space limitations, we cannot present the proofs to all our lemmas and theorems. These may be found in [9] .
Simple cases
and dispense with them quickly:
The problem of general We now consider some simple cases of transforms 1. All transforms are pure translations V i & = 0) -any point on the part is as good (or b ad) as any other for placing the mark 2. All transforms are pure rotations about some point q -the point on the part that is farthest from q is the best. In case of a polyhedral part, this would be one of the vertices of the part.
The hard case is when all the transforms are not of one uniform type as above. The rest of this paper is devoted to this case.
Case of a rod
By a rod we understand a homogeneously one dimensional linear finite object. Let it have length 1 and denote one of the end-vertices of the rod as A . Any point X on the rod can be characterized by its distance x from A , 0 5 z 5 1. In this section we consider the problem of placing the registration mark on a rod.
Consider two transforms Ti, Tj on the rod. Ti leaves A at point ( a i , b i ) and the rod makes an angle ti with the x-axis. Thus an arbitrary point X can be seen to be transformed to (ai + z cos(tik bi + 2 sin(ti)).
A simple calculation shows t at d:,j(z) = Coz2 + Ciz + C2, d i , j ( z ) denoting the equivalent of d ( z l : + , T j z ) in equation l , and the Cs are these constants:
Since each d:,j is a simple upward going parabola, and computing intersections between parabolas is easy, the registration mark problem can be solved by computing the lower envelope or horizon) of all these mum in this envelope.
A simple algorithm is now iven for this: After the first parabola, there is only one interval and the lower envelope is simply the first parabola itself restricted to [O,l] . When a new parabola arrives, the naive approach is to intersect it with each of the n ( i ) parabolas associated with an an interval shown in any analytic geometry text [6] , is a circle (or its degenerate forms: a straight line or a single point) because the coefficients of x 2 , y2 match and there is no z y term. ' We use some notation from [lo] Lemma 4 M ' , the minimization diagram (partition) of the N distance functions over a n-gonal part P I can be computed in O (1og N ( n log N + N 2 log* N ) + k410g' k ) ) time, given k transforms on an n-sided polygonal part.
Proof:
The first step is to compute the minimization diagram M' for the part, given the k transforms and N distance functions. By Lemma 4, this can be done in O(log k ( n log k + k4 log' k ) ) time.
M* has a combinatorial complexity (number of regions) of O(N2) by Lemma 3 over the entire plane. Thus, over the part P , it can a complexity of at most O(N2 + n). This implies (by Euler's formula) that M' over the part has at most O(N2 + n) connected regions, edges (boundary segments of re ions) and corners (end points of boundary segmentsf. In our case, every region is bounded by circular arcs or linear segments only.3 See Fig. 2 for an example minimization diagram. To find the registration mark, we need to consider each region R and find a point ( X R , YR) E R that maximizes M ( t , y) for points ( 2 , y) E R (including its boundary). We break up this problem into two: finding the maximum over interior points of R; and over boundary points of R.
To find the maximum over interior points of R is easy: in fact we do not have to consider it at all! That is because all our distance functions are upward going (coefficients of z 2 , y 2 are non-negative in every distance function and have exactly one global minimum and no global maximum. Therefore, the maximum of M over points in R has to occur along the boundary of R. Let dZj be the distance function achieving M over R. Let 6 be some arc-segment along the boundary of R. In the next paragraph we show how to compute maximum of M (or equivalently maximum of fi) over the curve segment 6 in 0(1) time. There are O(n + N 2 ) such boundary segments throughout the minimization diagram. Hence the total time complexity of finding the registration mark is dominated by the complexity of finding the minimization diagram which is U(1og k ( n log k + k4 log* IC)).
Thus, the basic operation is the finding of the maximum of a distance function, say f = d,",, along a circular or linear arc segment 6 of a region R within which f achieves the lower envelope M . Let the neighboring region to R across from 6 be S. Let g = d;,,, achieve M over region S. Therefore, 6 is a (continuous) portion of the circle f = g. Let p , q denote the end-points of the segment 6. To compute the maximumof f along the segment 6, we first need to compute maximum of f along the entire curve f = g (this is described in 3Linear segments can arise either as degenerate forms of circles or as polygonal part boundary. the next paragraph). Let this be attained at point r .
If r E 6, r is the point we seek. If not, p or q is the required point (this can be determined easily). It is clear that if the maximum o f f along the entire curve f = g is computable in O(1) time, then the maximum o f f along 6 can also be computed in 0(1) time.
Now we consider the problem of computing the maximum of along the entire circle (or line) f = g in O(1) time (!.e. an exact closed form solution rather than a numerical technique). This is done by the method of Lagrange Multipliers. That is, by solving the following system in z, y, y :
V(f -y(f-g))=O
and f -g = O .
The first equation gives us z and y in terms of y alone. Specifically, r = :$$:$: and y = y27a+y1r+yo . Substitute these forms for z, y into the second equation f = g. This results in a quartic in 7 which can be solved etactly by analytic closed-form techniques. Obtain r , y from the real solutions to y and examine if they are local maxima or minima. Thus, we may computing the maximum of f along a contour f = g is an O( 1) time ~p e r a t i o n .~~
Other planar parts
Any planar part (not necessarily convex) bounded by n circular/linear arcs can be handled very similarly as before and in the same time complexity. Such parts are called "generalized polygonal" [8] . The only difference between the polygon problem of Section 3 and the one in this section is that for the current class of parts, all regions of the partition will have only curved boundaries while in the polygon problem some regions, namely those shared boundaries with the polygon, had straight edge boundaries.
Arcs of higher algebraic forms can also be handled. However, rather than getting mere quartics (that can be solved analytically in 0(1) time) from Equation 3, we would get higher degree equations in y. Numerical techniques will have to be employed in the search for a solution.
Design for recognizability
The only occasion we make use of the part shape in Section 3 is in locating the vertices of the part in the minimization diagram of the entire plane. We could imagine a design for recognizability scenario which partitions the entire plane instead of any particular part. This can be done in O(k4 log k log* k ) time given L transforms. Now, depending of the sensor error value, we can design the part so that it has a 'good' registration mark placement, i.e. one that results in a registration mark distance greater than the minimum distance sensitivity of the sensor. Later, if we change the shape of the part, we would like to retain these good registration mark points . For example, if we wanted to punch a hole through a part, we could try and avoid the registration mark point.
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'If we had to solve higher degree equations than a quartic, numerical/approximation techniques may have to be used.
In general, say the sensor has a distance accuracy > d,. We have to look for the set I of points z, y such that M(z,y) > d,, where M is the lower envelope of the distance functions obtained from the transforms.
This is easy to do given the partition (takes O ( N 2 )
additional time: need to find the points in each region and take their disjoint union). Now look at this region of points I and pick any convenient point within it and include it into your part description.
3-D polyhedral parts
Assuming 3D transforms on polyhedral parts, placing registration marks on polyhedral parts can be handled by our approach. We exploit the principle of decomposition mentioned earlier and solve the problem for every face of the part individually. The only observation that needs to be made is that distance functions d:,j corresponding to a pair of 3D transforms i , j acting on planar points (z,y) (points belonging to a particular face) for planar faces are of the form f(x, y) = Ax2 + By2 + Cxy+ Dx + Ey+ F . However, these could be non-circular (in general conic : elliptical, hyperbolic, also). Two such curves intersect in at most s = 4 points, rather than two points. From [lo] , we observe that such curves can also be handled. M' now has a slightly increased complexity of ever, no additional increase in the other computation steps exist.
However, in applying the decomposition principle, we need to take care to combine the individual face registration mark solutions only if the solutions points are visible from the sensor in all the transforms. If not, the simple vision sensor and registration mark system will not work. In such a case, we have to look for an emmitter/receiver combination instead. Notice that the best registration mark point for a polyhedron maybe anywhere in its interior. We are assuming therefore, in this section, that the mark/emmitter can be placed only of the surface of the polyhedron because this allows the application of the planar technique.
O(NXS+2(N)) = O ( N & ( N ) ) = O ( N 2 log* N ) . HOW-

An Example
We used Mathematica Version 2.0 [ll] for maintaining the equations and solving the quartics involved in the followin example. In representing distance functions, we choose to ignore the superscript of 2 indicating squared distance functions. Thus dT,2 will be shown as d1,2.
Numerical approximations of the rest are now shown. 
Experiments
We performed the following experiment to illustrate how the choice of registration mark can affect the ability of a machine vision system, in the presence of noise, to distinguish between multiple poses of a part. We printed two images of four transformed parts (in this case a "key" shape). In Image A the registration mark is located suboptimally. In Image B the registration mark is located optimally.
The first three transforms on the part are taken from Section 6. The 4th transform is described by (the other three are as in Section 6): X4 = -2.0, Y4 = 25.0,04 = T .
In Image A, the registration mark was chosen at (0,O) in part coordinates; in Image B registration mark was chosen at (6.15,6.83). See Fig. 4 .
We repeated the following for each image. A Sony Camera was mounted above a postscript printout of the image to capture a 512 x 512 grey-level image. The Image-Calc system from SRI was used to process the images as follows. First, we windowed the images down to 450 x 250 as shown. These windowed images, Images A,B, are shown in Figs 5 and 6 . Now we performed Gaussian smoothing using a 3 x 3 filter to blur each image, followed by a contrast enhance mappin grey-level values in the range 100-150 to the full scafe. The resulting images, images C,D, are shown in Figs 7 and 8. The blurring operation is meant to suggest the type of noise that may be encountered by a machine vision system. These images would be the input to a vision system under non-ideal conditions.
As can be seen when comparing 
Conclusion
The registration mark problem can be seen to be of the Continuous Maximin type of problem. General purpose optimization techniques can be used to solve the problem [2]. These techniques generally work by iterative-refinement : guessing a registration mark placement, and then refining it as the algorithm proceeds. There are convergence issues to be tackled in such algorithms (e.g. as in a bad initial guess). Our technique differs from these techniques in that we do not iteratively refine a solution -after the preprocessing (computation of the lower-envelope), the optimal placement is determined by a search for the maximum in the lower-envelope. Also, our method always finds the solution in time almost quartic in number of poses.
A recent private communication from Pankaj Agarwal [l] indicates that perhaps the minimization diagram for the entire plane can be computed O(k4 logk) time (cuts off a log' k factor from the result presented in Theorem 2). This will be investigated in future research.
We have defined a new practical industrial problem related to pose estimation by machine vision. Its solution borrows from previously known work in computational algebra and results in a simple pose-recognition system for a polygonal part that can exist in a finite number of poses. The solution may be extended to non-polygonal planar parts and 3D polyhedral parts.
